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Proton drip-line calculations and the rp process
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One-proton and two-proton separation energies are calculated for proton-rich nuclei in the regionA
541–75. The method is based on Skyrme Hartree-Fock calculations of Coulomb displacement energies of
mirror nuclei in combination with the experimental masses of the neutron-rich nuclei. The implications for the
proton drip line and the astrophysicalrp process are discussed. This is done within the framework of a detailed
analysis of the sensitivity ofrp process calculations in type I x-ray burst models on nuclear masses. We find
that the remaining mass uncertainties, in particular for some nuclei withN5Z, still lead to large uncertainties
in calculations of x-ray burst light curves. Further experimental or theoretical improvements of nuclear mass
data are necessary before observed x-ray burst light curves can be used to obtain quantitative constraints on
ignition conditions and neutron star properties. We identify a list of nuclei for which improved mass data would
be most important.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The masses for the proton-rich nuclei aboveA560 have
not yet been measured. However, they are important for
astrophysical rapid-proton capture (rp) process@1# that fol-
lows a path in nuclei nearN5Z for A560–100. Therp
process is the dominant source of energy in type I x-
bursts, and it determines the crust composition of accre
neutron stars@2–6#. It may also be responsible for thep
process nucleosynthesis of a few proton-rich stable nucle
the A574–98 mass range. In the absence of experime
masses for the proton-rich nuclei, one often uses the ma
based upon the Audi-Wapstra extrapolation~AWE! method
@7#. In this paper, we use the displacement-energy met
@8–11# to obtain the proton-rich masses with the Skyrm
Hartree-Fock model for the displacement energies. The
placement energy is the difference in the binding energ
~BE! of mirror nuclei for a given massA and isospinT,

D~A,T!5BE~A,Tz
,!2BE~A,Tz

.!, ~1!

whereT5uTz
,u5uTz

.u, BE(A,Tz
,) is the binding energy of

the proton-rich nucleus andBE(A,Tz
.) is the binding energy

of the neutron-rich nucleus. The displacement energy ca
much more accurately calculated than the individual BE i
variety of models since it depends mainly on the Coulo
interaction. In particular, we will use the spherical Hartre
Fock model based upon the recent SkX set of Skyrme pa-
rameters@12#, with the addition of charge-symmetry brea
ing ~CSB!, SkXcsb @13#. With the addition of CSB these
calculations are able to reproduce the measured displace
energies for all but the lightest nuclei to within an rms d
viation of about 100 keV@13#. In theA541–75 mass region
the mass~binding energy! of most of the neutron-rich nucle
are experimentally usually known to within 100 keV or be
ter ~the only exception being71Br for which we use the
0556-2813/2002/65~4!/045802~12!/$20.00 65 0458
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AWE!. Thus we combine the experimental binding ener
for the neutron-rich nucleusBE(A,Tz

.)exp together with the
Hartree-Fock value forD(A,T)HF to provide an extrapola-
tion for the proton-rich binding energy

BE~A,Tz
,!5D~A,T!HF1BE~A,Tz

.!exp. ~2!

The method is similar to the one used by Ormand@10# for
the proton-rich nuclei withA546–70. In Ref.@10# the dis-
placement energies are based upon shell-model configura
mixing that includes Coulomb and CSB interactions w
parameters for the single-particle energies and strengths
are fitted to this mass region. In the present paper, wh
covers the regionA541–75, the displacement energies a
based upon Skyrme Hartree-Fock calculations with a glo
set of parameters that are determined from the propertie
closed-shell nuclei and nuclear matter. The CSB part of
interaction has one parameter that was adjusted to repro
the displacement energies in theA548 mass region@13#.

The displacement energies for all but the lightest nuc
can be reproduced with the constant CSB interaction give
Ref. @13#, and we use the same CSB interaction for the
trapolations to higher mass discussed here.

The calculations presented here are relevant for
masses of proton-rich nuclei via their connection with th
mirror neutron-rich analogues. We are not able to impro
upon the masses of nuclei withN5Z, and as will be dis-
cussed, the relative large errors that remain for the64Ge and
68Se masses provide now the dominant uncertainty in therp
process calculations.

Details of the Hartree-Fock~HF! calculations will be dis-
cussed, and a comparison between the calculated and ex
mental displacement energies for theA541–75 mass region
will be made. Then the extrapolations for the proton-ri
masses and the associated one- and two-proton separ
energies will be presented. The proton drip line that is est
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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lished by this extrapolation will be compared to experime
and the nuclei that will be candidates for one- and tw
proton decay will be discussed. Finally, we explore the s
nificance of the new extrapolation for therp process in type
I x-ray bursts.

II. DISPLACEMENT-ENERGY CALCULATIONS

The SkXcsb interaction is used to carry out Hartree-Fo
calculations for all nuclei in the rangeZ520238 and N
520238. The binding energies are then combined in pa
to obtain theoretical displacement energies forA541–75
andT51/2 to T54:

D~A,T!HF5BE~A,Tz
,!HF2BE~A,Tz

.!HF . ~3!

The calculation is similar to those presented in Ref.@13#,
but several refinements are made. The single-particle s
in proton-rich nuclei become unbound beyond the pro
drip line. In the nuclei we consider they are unbound by
to about 2 MeV. Since 2 MeV is small compared to t
height of the Coulomb barrier~about 6 MeV at a radius of 7
fm!, the states are ‘‘quasibound’’ and have a small prot
decay width~on the order of keV or smaller!. To obtain the
quasibound wave functions we put the HF potential in a b
with a radius of 20 fm and a depth of 20 MeV. In all cases
consider, the dependence of the results on the form of
external potential is negligible as long as the radius is gre
than about 10 fm and the potential depth is greater than a
10 MeV.

In Ref. @13# the occupation numbers of the spherical v
lence states were filled sequentially, and in this mass reg
they always occur in the orderf 7/2, p3/2, f 5/2, p1/2, and
g9/2. We have improved on this scheme by carrying out
exact pairing~EP! calculation@14# at each stage of the HF
iteration. The exact pairing model has recently been d
cussed in Ref.@14#. The EP method uses the single-partic
energies from the HF calculation together with a fixed se
J50, T51 two-body matrix elements and gives the or
occupations and the pairing correlation energy. The orbit
cupations are then used together with the HF radial w
functions to calculate the nucleon densities that go into
Skyrme energy density functional. This procedure is itera
until convergence~about 60 iterations!. The pairing is calcu-
lated for protons and neutrons with the same set of two-b
matrix elements taken from the FPD6 interaction for thep f
shell @15# and the Bonn-C renormalizedG matrix for the
matrix elements involving theg9/2 orbit @16#. For those nu-
clei we consider here, the occupation of theg9/2 orbit is
always small. It is known that deformed components of
2s-1d-0g shell are essential for the nuclear ground sta
aboveA576 as indicated by the sudden drop in the ene
of the 21 state from 709 keV in72Kr to 261 keV in 76Sr
@17#. Thus, we do not go higher thanA576. In addition, one
cannot always use Eq.~2! aboveA576 since many of the
masses of the neutron-rich nuclei are not known experim
tally.

The results we obtain are not very sensitive to the stren
of the pairing interaction and the associated distribution
04580
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the nucleons between thep and f orbits, since these orbits
have similar rms radii and single-particle Coulomb shif
For example, a 20% change in the strength of the pair
interaction results in displacement-energy changes of
than 20 keV. If pairing is removed, the displacement energ
can change by up to about 100-keV. Thus, at the level of
keV accuracy pairing should be included, but it is not a c
cial part of the model.

A final refinement has been to add a Coulomb pair
contribution to the proton-protonJ50 matrix elements. The
two-body Coulomb matrix elements were calculated in
harmonic-oscillator basis. The Coulomb pairing is then d
fined as the difference of the diagonalJ50 matrix elements
from the (2J11) weighted average~which corresponds to
the spherical part of the Coulomb potential that is in the
part of the calculation!. The Coulomb pairing matrix ele
ments are 50–100 keV.

In Fig. 1 the calculated displacement energies~crosses!
are shown in comparison with experiment~filled circles! in
cases where both proton- and neutron-rich masses have
measured and with the AWE~squares! in cases where the
mass of the proton-rich nucleus is based upon the AWE.
corresponding differences between experiment and the
are shown in Fig. 2 including the experimental or AWE err
bars. It can be seen that when the displacement energ
measured the agreement with the calculation is excellen
within an rms deviation of about 100 keV. The most exce
tional deviation is that forA554 involving the 54Ni-54Fe

FIG. 1. Calculated displacement energies~crosses! as a function
of mass number. They are compared to experimental data~filled
circles! and to values based upon the Audi-Wapstra extrapolati
~squares!.
2-2
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PROTON DRIP-LINE CALCULATIONS AND THErp PROCESS PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 045802
mirror pair; a confirmation of the experimental mass for54Ni
~which has a 50 keV error! would be worthwhile. The com-
parison based upon the AWE~squares! shows a much large
deviation with typically up to 500-keV differences, but th
AWE error assumed is sometimes~but not always! large
enough to account for the spread. The implication of t
comparison is that the error in the HF extrapolation of
displacement energies is probably much less than the err
the AWE of the displacement energies. In particular, one
tices in Fig. 1 in the regionA560–75 that the displacemen
energy based upon the AWE shows a small oscillation tha
not present in the HF calculation and which is not presen
the experimental data forA,60.

III. PROTON-RICH MASSES
AND SEPARATION ENERGIES

The next step is to use Eq.~2! to calculate the binding
energy of the proton-rich nuclei based upon the HF calcu
tion of the displacement energy together with the experim
tal binding energy of the neutron-rich nucleus@7,18#. The
only neutron-rich nucleus whose mass is not yet experim
tally measured is71Br for which we use the AWE value. Th
binding energies for the HF extrapolations for the proton-r
nuclei are given an error based upon the experimental e
of the neutron-rich binding energy folded in quadrature w
an assumed theoretical error of 100 keV.

The HF extrapolated set of binding energies for proto
rich nuclei together with the experimental binding energ
for nuclei with N5Z and neutron-rich nuclei provides
complete set of values from which the one- and two-pro
separation energies are obtained. The masses for theN5Z
nuclei 66As, 68Se, 70Br, are not measured and we use t
AWE value. The mass for74Rb has a relatively large exper
mental error.

Results for the one- and two-proton separation ener

FIG. 2. Difference between the calculated displacement ener
and experiment~filled circles! or values based on the the Aud
Wapstra extrapolations~squares!.
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are shown in Fig. 3. The first line in each box is the on
proton separation energy~and the associated error! based
upon the AWE with the associated error. The second line
the one-proton separation energy based upon the HF extr
lation, and the third line is the two-proton separation ene
based upon the HF extrapolation. The error in the separa
energies is the error for the binding energies of the par
and daughter nuclei folded in quadrature.

The double line in Fig. 3 is the proton drip line beyon
which the one-proton separation energy and/or the tw
proton separation energy becomes negative. However, du
the Coulomb barrier, some of the nuclei beyond the pro
drip line may have lifetimes that are long enough to be a
to observe them in radioactive beam experiments. The ob
vation of 65As in the experiment of Blanket al. @19# ex-
cludes half-lifes that are much shorter than 1ms that indi-
cates that it is unbound by less than 400 keV. T
identification of 65As as ab emitter by Wingeret al. @20#
together with the nonobservation of emitted protons by R
ertsonet al. @21# indicates that it is unbound by less than 2
keV. Both limits are compatible~within error! with the HF
results given in Fig. 3. The nonobservation of69Br in the
radioactive beam experiments of Blanket al. @19# and Pfaff
et al. @22# means that its lifetime is less than 24 ns, whi
implies that it is proton unbound by more than 500 keV@22#.
This is compatible with the HF result shown in Fig. 3. Th
nonobservation of73Rb in the experiments of Moharet al.
@23#, Jokinenet al. @24#, and Janaset al. @25# gives an upper
limit of 30 ns for the half-life, which implies that73Rb is
proton unbound by more than 570 keV, again in agreem
~within error! of the present HF result. Thus all of the curre
experimental data are consistent with our calculations.

The proton drip line has not yet been reached for mosZ
values. Beyond the proton drip line there are several ca
dates for nuclei that should be explored for one-proton em
sion: 54Cu, 58Ge, 64As, 68Br, 69Br, 72Rb, and 73Rb. The
most promising candidates for the illusive diproton emiss
~in addition to 48Ni @8,10#! are 64Zn, 59Ge, 63Se, 67Kr, and
71Sr. Estimated lifetime ranges for these diproton decays
given by Ormand@10#.

IV. IMPLICATIONS FOR THE rp PROCESS

The rp process beyond Ni plays a critical role durin
hydrogen burning at high temperatures and densities on
surface of accreting neutron stars in x-ray bursters and x
pulsars@2–6#. Nuclear masses are among the most import
input parameters inrp process calculations, as they sen
tively determine the balance between proton capture and
inverse process, (g,p) photodisintegration. It is this (g,p)
photodisintegration that prevents therp process from con-
tinuing via proton captures, once a nucleus close to the p
ton drip line is reached. This nucleus then becomes a ‘‘w
ing point’’ as therp process has to proceed at least in pa
via the slowb1 decay. The effective lifetime of the waiting
points in therp process determines the overall process
time scale, energy generation, and the final abundance d
bution. At a waiting point nucleus (Z,N), a local
(p,g)-(g,p) equilibrium is established with the following

es
2-3
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FIG. 3. A section of the mass chart forN5Z and proton-rich nuclei showing:~line 1!: the one-proton separation energy~followed by the
associated error! based upon AWE;~line 2!: the one-proton separation energy based upon the present HF calculations; and~line 3!: the
two-proton separation energy based upon the HF calculations. The line in the lower right-hand corner indicates that the mass
measured for this nucleus. A line in the upper left-hand corner indicates that this nucleus is a candidate for diproton decay.
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isotones (Z11,N), (Z12,N). The effective proton capture
flow destroying waiting point nuclei and reducing their lif
time is then governed by the Saha equation and the rat
the reaction leading out of the equilibrium. Because of
odd-even structure of the proton drip line two cases hav
be distinguished@3#. For temperatures below'1.4 GK
equilibrium is only established with the following isoton
(Z11,N). In this case, the destruction rate of the waiti
point nucleus via proton capturesl (Z,N)(p,g) is determined by
the Saha equation and the proton-capture rate on the fol
ing isotone (Z11,N). The total destruction rate of the wai
ing point nucleus (Z,N) is then given by the sum of proton
capture andb-decay rates,

l5lb1Yp
2r2NA

2 S 2p\2

m (Z,N)kTD 3/2 G(Z11,N)~T!

~2Jp11!G(Z,N)~T!

3expS Q(Z,N)(p,g)

kT D ^sv& (Z11,N)(p,g) , ~4!

lb is the b-decay rate of nucleus (Z,N), Yp the hydrogen
abundance,r the mass density,Jp the proton spin,G(Z,N) the
partition function of nucleus (Z,N), T the temperature
m (Z,N) the reduced mass of nucleus (Z,N) plus proton,
Q(Z,N)(p,g) the proton captureQ value of the waiting point
04580
of
e
to

w-

nucleus, and̂sv& (Z11,N)(p,g) the proton-capture rate on th
nucleus (Z11,N). For higher temperatures local equilibrium
is maintained between the waiting point nucleus (Z,N) and
the next two following isotones (Z11,N) and (Z12,N). In
this case,l (Z,N)(p,g) is given by the Saha equation and th
b-decay rate of the final nucleusl (Z12,N)b , and the total
destruction ratel of the waiting point nucleus becomes

l5lb1Yp
2r2NA

2 S 2p\2

kT D 3

m (Z,N)
23/2 m (Z11,N)

23/2

3
G(Z12,N)~T!

~2Jp11!2G(Z,N)~T!
expS Q(Z,N)(2p,g)

kT Dl (Z12,N)b .

~5!

In both cases, the destruction rate of a waiting point nucl
depends exponentially either on its one-proton-captureQ
valueQ(Z,N)(p,g) or two-proton-captureQ valueQ(Z,N)(2p,g) .
Nuclear masses therefore play a critical role in determin
the rp process waiting points and their effective lifetimes

It has been shown before that the most critical waiti
point nuclei for therp process beyond Ni are64Ge, 68Se,
and 72Kr @3#. With the exception of56Ni and 60Zn, these
nuclei are by far the longest-lived isotopes in therp process
2-4
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PROTON DRIP-LINE CALCULATIONS AND THErp PROCESS PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 045802
path. The reason for those three nuclei being the most cri
ones is that with increasing charge number theN5Z line
moves closer to the proton drip line and away from stabil
Therefore, proton-captureQ values on even-evenN5Z nu-
clei, which are favored in therp process because of th
odd-even structure of the proton drip line, decrease with
creasing charge number, while theb-decayQ values become
larger. 64Ge, 68Se, and 72Kr happen to be located in th
‘‘middle,’’ where proton-captureQ values are already low
enough to suppress proton captures and allowb decay to
compete, but at the same timeb-decayQ values are still
small enough for half-lifes to be long compared torp pro-
cess time scales. The critical question is to what degree
ton captures can reduce the longb-decay lifetimes of64Ge
~63.7 s half-life!, 68Se ~35.5 s half-life!, and 72Kr ~17.2 s
half-life!. As Eqs. ~4! and ~5! show, the answer depend
mainly on the one- and two-proton-captureQ values. Unfor-
tunately, experimental data exist for none of the relevanQ
values. The only available experimental information are
per limits of the one-proton-captureQ values of 68Se and
72Kr from the nonobservation of69Br @19,22# and 73Rb @23–
25#, and the lower limits on the one-proton-captureQ value
on 65As from its identification as ab emitter in radioactive
beam experiments~see Sec. III!. While these data provide
some constraints, accurateQ values are needed for the ca
culations and have to be predicted by theory. The n
masses calculated in this paper cover exactly this crit
mass range, and provide improved predictions for all
relevantQ values in theA564–72 mass region~see Fig. 3!.
As discussed in Sec. III, all of our new predictions are co
patible with the existing experimental limits.

To explore the impact of the new mass predictions onrp
process models, we performed calculations with a o
dimensional, one-zone x-ray burst model@6,26#. Ignition
conditions are based on a mass accretion rate of 0.1 time
Eddington accretion rate, an internal heat flux from the n
tron star surface of 0.15 MeV/nucleon, an accreted ma
metallicity of 1023, and a neutron star with 1.4 solar mass
and 10-km radius.

In principle, proton separation energies can influence
reaction flow in two ways. First, they affect the forward
reverse rate ratios for proton-capture reactions and the l
(p,g)-(g,p) equilibria through the exp(Q/kT) term in the
Saha equation@in Eqs. ~4! and ~5!#. This leads to an expo
nential mass dependence of the waiting point lifetimes. S
ond, theoretical predictions of reaction rates^sv& @in Eq.
~4!# depend also on the adoptedQ values. In this paper we
choose to take into account both effects. To explore the
pact ofQ value uncertainties on proton-capture reaction r
calculations we use the statistical model codeSMOKER @3#.
Even though the nuclei in question are close to the pro
drip line a statistical approach is justified in most cases
cause reaction rates tend to become important only for la
Q values when a local (p,g)-(g,p) equilibrium cannot be
established. Then the level density tends to be sufficient
the statistical model approach. Based on the new reac
rates we then use our newQ values to recalculate (g,p)
photodisintegration rates via detailed balance as discuss
Ref. @3#.
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For the relevant temperature range between 1–2 GK,
new proton-capture reaction rates vary in most cases
more than a factor of 2 within the explored mass uncerta
ties. An exception among the relevant reaction rates are
proton-capture rates on65,66As, 69,70Br, and 73,74Rb. These
rates show a somewhat stronger variation of typically a f
tor of 4–6 as the associated proton-captureQ values are
particularly uncertain. Figure 4 shows two examples for
Q-value dependence of statistical model reaction rates. G
erally, a largerQ value leads to larger rates. For referenc
Fig. 4 also shows the rates listed in Ref.@3#, which had been
calculated usingQ values from the finite range droplet ma
model ~FRDM! 1992 @27#.

To disentangle the different effects of mass uncertain
quantitatively we performed test calculations in whi
changes in masses were only taken into account in the
culation of the (g,p) photodisintegration rates, while th
proton-capture rates were kept the same. These test cal
tions lead to very similar luminosity and burst time sca
variations as presented in this paper. Discrepancies wer
most 8% in the luminosity and 0.1% in the burst timesca
This can be understood from Eqs.~4! and ~5!. For example,
a change of 1.37 MeV in the proton-captureQ value changes
the 65As reaction rate and therefore the lifetime of the64Ge

FIG. 4. CalculatedX(p,g) rates forX5 65As andX5 69Br with
associatedQ values shown in the legend. The astrophysical react
rates were calculated with the statistical model codeSMOKER.
2-5
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FIG. 5. Luminosity, nuclear energy generation rate, and the abundances of hydrogen, helium, and the critical waiting point n
functions of time as predicted by our x-ray burst model for different sets of proton-captureQ values. Shown are results for the sets SkX-min,
SkX, and SkX-max for the smallest, the recommended, and the largest proton-captureQ values within the error bars of the mass predictio
of this paper. A corresponding series is shown for the Audi & Wapstra 1995 mass evaluation~AW-min, AW, and AW-max!. The 104Sn
abundance indicates the operation of the SnSbTe cycle. Also, for comparison, the nuclear energy generation rate is shown as a
together with luminosity, though it is off the scale shown during the peak of the burst. The mass of the accreted layer is 5.031021 g.
.
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waiting point nucleus by a factor of 3–4@see Fig. 4 and Eq
~4!#. However, the same 1.37 MeVQ-value change in the
exp(Q/kT) term in Eq.~5! would result in a lifetime change
of six orders of magnitude~for a typicalkT5100 keV). We
therefore conclude that the impact of mass uncertainties
rp process calculations through changes in theoretical r
tion rate calculations within the statistical model is mu
smaller than the impact through changes in (p,g)/(g,p) re-
action rate ratios.

The following calculations were performed with differe
assumptions on masses beyond theN5Z line from Z
530–38: SkX based on the mass predictions of this pap
SkX-min with all proton-captureQ-values set to the lowes
value, and SkX-max with all proton-captureQ values set to
the highest values within the error bars of our binding ene
predictions. A similar set of calculations has been perform
04580
n
c-

r,

y
d

for the mass extrapolations of Audi and Wapstra 1995@7#
~AW95! and are labeled AW, AW-min, and AW-max. Figur
5 shows the x-ray burst light curve, the nuclear energy g
eration rate, the abundances of the most important wai
point nuclei and the hydrogen and helium abundances
function of time for all our calculations. As an example, Fi
6 shows the time integrated reaction flow corresponding
the SkX calculation. While theap and rp processes below
56Ni are responsible for the rapid luminosity rise at the b
ginning of the burst, processing through the slow waiti
points 64Ge, 68Se, 72Kr and the operation of the SnSbT
cycle ~indicated by the104Sn abundance! lead to an extended
burst tail. Therp process from56Ni to 64Ge, and the slow-
down at 64Ge lead to a pronounced peak in the energy g
eration rate around 25 s after burst maximum. In princip
the other waiting points have a similar effect, but the cor
2-6
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FIG. 5. ~Continued.!
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sponding peaks in the energy production are much wider
therefore not noticeable.

Figure 7 compares x-ray burst light curves for differe
assumptions on nuclear masses. Generally, lower pro
captureQ values enhance photodisintegration and favor
waiting point nuclei in local equilibria. Both effects lead to
slower reaction flow and therefore to less luminous
longer lasting burst tails. Even though the uncertainties
our new mass predictions are significantly smaller than
AW95, they still allow for a burst length variation from 150
250 s and a luminosity variation of about a factor of
(SkX-min and SkX-max). The lower limitQ-value calcula-
tion with AW95 masses~AW-min! is similar to our lower
limit (SkX-min), but the larger uncertainties in the AW9
masses lead to large differences in the upper lim
(SkX-max and AW-max! and would imply significantly
shorter bursts with much more luminous tails~AW-max!.
However, some of the large proton-captureQ values in AW-
max and to a lesser degree in SkX-max are already con
strained by the experiments on69Br and 73Rb. If those con-
straints are taken into account one obtains the AW-max-e
04580
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pt

and SkX-max-expt calculations, respectively, which are a
shown in Fig. 7. The SkX-max-expt and AW-max-expt ligh
curves are very similar.

The dependence of the light curves on the choice
proton-captureQ values can be understood entirely from t
changes inb decay and proton-capture branchings of t
main waiting points64Ge, 68Se, and72Kr shown in Table I.
The calculations with the lower limits on proton-captureQ
values (SkX-min and AW-min! do not differ much as they al
predict that proton-captures do not play a role. However,
the upper limits sizable proton-capture branches occur
lead to significant reductions in the lifetimes of the waitin
points. In our upper limit (SkX-max) we obtain 26% proton
capture on68Se~via 2p capture! and 86% proton capture o
64Ge, while proton captures on72Kr with 8%, play only a
minor role. These branchings become even larger for
AW95 upper limit calculations~AW-max-expt and AW-max!.
Note thatb decay of60Zn is negligible~see Table I! because
proton capture dominates for the whole range of nucl
masses considered here.
2-7
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FIG. 6. Time integrated reaction flow beyon
Ni during an x-ray burst calculated on the bas
of our new mass predictions. Shown are flows
more than 10%~thick solid line!, 1–10 % ~thin
solid line!, and 0.1–10 %~dashed line! of the
flow through the 3a reaction. The key waiting
points discussed in this paper are marked as w

FIG. 5. ~Continued.!
045802-8
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The importance of the one-proton-captureQ values in the
determination of lifetimes forrp process waiting points ha
been discussed extensively before@3#. This importance is
clearly expressed by the large changes in branching ra
and light curves when experimental constraints~which only

FIG. 7. X-ray burst luminosity as functions of time for mod
calculations with different assumptions on proton-captureQ values
in the Zn-Sr range: results on the upper panel are based on the
& Wapstra 1995 recommended masses~AW! and the largest~AW-
max! and smallest~AW-min! proton-captureQ values according to
their error bars. AW-max-expt is identical to AW-max, but takes in
account experimental limits on the proton-captureQ values of68Se
and 72Kr. The lower panel shows the same set of calculations ba
on the mass predictions of this paper (SkX . . . ). The mass of the
accreted layer is 5.031021 g.
04580
os

exist for one-proton separation energies! are imposed on the
AW-max calculations leading to AW-max-expt~Fig. 7 and
Table I!. However, the two-proton-captureQ values can be
equally important. For example, the proton-capture bran
ing on 68Se changes by an order of magnitude from 2%
AW to 15% in AW-max-expt. This change is entirely due
the change in the70Kr proton separation energy from 1.8
MeV in AW to 2.4 MeV in AW-max-expt as the proton
captureQ value on 68Se is very similar~only 0.05 MeV
difference!. The reason for this sensitivity is the onset
photodisintegration of70Kr that depends very sensitively o
its proton separation energy. As soon as temperatures
sufficiently high for 70Kr(g,2p)68Se to play a role,68Se,
69Br, and 70Kr are driven into a local (p,g)-(g,p) equilib-
rium. With rising temperature the proton capture on68Se
drops then quickly to zero, because the temperature inde
dent and slowb decay of 70Kr in Eq. ~5! cannot provide a
substantial leakage out of the equilibrium. This is differe
from the situation at lower temperatures described by Eq.~4!
where a lower equilibrium abundance of69Br at higher tem-
peratures can be somewhat compensated by the increa
proton capture rate on69Br. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 8
that shows the lifetime of68Se against proton capture andb
decay as a function of temperature for different choices
proton-captureQ values. The lifetime equals theb-decay
lifetime for low temperatures because of slow proton-capt
reactions, and at high temperatures because of the phot
integration effect discussed above. For the AW masses,
low proton separation energy of70Kr leads to strong photo-
disintegration already at temperatures around 1.15 GK
fore proton captures can play a role. Therefore, proton c
tures never reduce the lifetime significantly. For AW-ma
expt, the only change is a larger70Kr proton separation
energy of 2.4 MeV. Though69Br is unbound by 500 keV,
proton captures can reduce the lifetime of68Se by about a
factor of 2 around 1.4 GK before photodisintegration sets
and starts inhibiting further proton captures. This can
compared with the upper limits of our predictions for prot
separation energies (SkX-max). The larger proton separatio
energy of69Br allows an onset of proton captures at sligh
lower temperatures, but the lower proton separation ene
of 70Kr leads also to an onset of photodisintegration at som
what lower temperatures thus effectively shifting the drop
lifetime by about 0.1 GK. Note that it is not only the amou
of lifetime reduction, but also how well necessary conditio
match the actual conditions during the cooling of the x-r
burst that determine the role of proton captures and there

udi

d

ass
ined
TABLE I. Branchings for proton captures on the most important waiting point nuclei for different m
predictions from AW95~AW! and this work SkX. These branchings are the time integrated averages obta
from our x-ray burst model.

Waiting point SkX SkX-min–SkX-max AW-min–AW-max AW-min–AW-max-expt

60Zn 95% 91–97 % 83–98 % 83–99 %
64Ge 30% 0.5–86 % 0.0–98 % 0.0–99 %
68Se 0.5% 0.0–26 % 0.0–74 % 0.0–15 %
72Kr 0.0% 0.0–8 % 0.0–87 % 0.0–8 %
2-9
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BROWN, CLEMENT, SCHATZ, VOLYA, AND RICHTER PHYSICAL REVIEW C65 045802
the overall time scale of therp process. As Fig. 8 shows
both depends sensitively on the nuclear masses.

A long-standing question is how the nuclear physics a
in particular the properties of the long-lived waiting poin
64Ge, 68Se, and72Kr affect the end point of therp process.
Even for our lowest-proton-captureQ values where proton
captures on68Se and72Kr become negligible, we still find
that therp process reaches the SnSbTe cycle@6#. Figure 9
shows the final abundance distribution for the two extre
cases—our calculation with the slowest (SkX-min) and the
fastest ~AW-max! reaction flow. In both cases, the mo
abundant mass number isA5104, which is due to accumu
lation of material in the SnSbTe cycle at104Sn. The main
difference between the abundance patterns are the a
dances that directly relate to the waiting points atA564, 68,
and 72 and scale roughly with the waiting point lifetime.

FIG. 8. Lifetime of 68Se againstb decay and proton capture fo
typical rp process conditions during the burst tail~hydrogen abun-
dance 0.35, density 63105 g/cm3) for three different assumption
on proton-captureQ values on68Se and69Br: Audi & Wapstra 1995
recommended masses~AW!, the largest proton-captureQ values
within the AW error bars but with experimental constraints on
68Se(p,g) Q value~AW-max-expt!, and the largest proton-captur
Q values within the error bars of the predictions from this pa
(SkX-max).

FIG. 9. Final abundance distribution summed over mass n
bers for a calculation with the lowest-proton-captureQ values
within the uncertainties of the mass predictions of this pa
(SkX-min) and with the largest-proton-captureQ values within the
uncertainties of AW95~AW-max!.
04580
,
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addition, for AW-max nuclei in theA598–103 mass range
are about a factor of 3 more abundant because of the fa
processing and the depletion ofA564, 68, and 72.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have made a new set of predictions for the masse
proton-rich nuclei on the basis of the displacement energ
obtained from spherical Hartree-Fock calculations with
SkXcsb Skyrme interaction@12,13#. SkXcsb provides a large
improvement in the displacement energies over those
tained with other Skyrme interactions via the addition o
one-parameter charge-symmetry breaking component@13#. A
comparison with the experimental displacement energ
measured in the mass regionA541–59 indicates that the
accuracy of the calculated displacement energies is a
100 keV. We thus use this as a measure of the uncerta
expected for the higher mass region of interest in this pa
Experimental masses for some proton-rich nuclei in the m
regionA560–70 will be required to test our predictions. A
the upper end, we may expect some deviation due to the
deformed shapes that involve the excitation of manyp f-shell
nucleons into theg9/2 (sdg) shell that go beyond our spher
cal approach. In addition to the application to therp process,
we have discussed the implication of the present model
the proton drip line. The most promising candidates
diproton emission are64Zn, 59Ge, 63Se, 67Kr, and 71Sr.

Our rp process calculations based upon the masses
tained in the present model and those obtained from
Audi-Waptra mass extrapolations demonstrate clearly
sensitivity of x-ray burst tails on nuclear masses at and
yond theN5Z line between Ni and Sr. Such a sensitivity o
the Q values for proton capture on64Ge and68Se has been
pointed out before by Koikeet al. @5# based on a similar
x-ray burst model. However, Koikeet al. @5# used a limited
reaction network including only nuclei up to Kr. As we sho
in this paper, this is not sufficient for any assumption
nuclear masses, and as a consequence we find very diffe
light curves and final abundances.

Our new calculation leads to tighter constraints on prot
captureQ values as compared with the AW95 mass extra
lations~see Fig. 7!. Radioactive beam experiments includin
the nonobservation of69Br and 73Rb have also begun to
provide important constraints. If those experiments are ta
into account, our new predictions do not lead to substanti
tighter limits, with the exception of the proton capture o
64Ge, where no experimental upper limit on the proto
captureQ value exists. Our new calculations increase t
minimum b branching at64Ge by an order of magnitude
from 1% to 14%, leading to a lower limit of the averag
64Ge half-life in therp process of 12.6 s instead of 0.9 s. A
a consequence, we predict a smooth and continuous dro
the light curve during the first 30–40 s after the maximu
as opposed to the hump predicted with AW-max.

However, uncertainties in the mass predictions are s
too large to sufficiently constrain the light curves and to d
termine the role that proton captures play in the reduction
waiting point lifetimes. While we find that within the error
of our mass predictions proton capture on72Kr is negligible,
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PROTON DRIP-LINE CALCULATIONS AND THErp PROCESS PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 045802
our predicted average proton-capture branchings for64Ge
and 68Se still cover a large range of 0.5–86 % and 0.
26 %, respectively~of course this is a model-depende
result—for example, more hydrogen or a higher dens
could strongly increase the proton-capture branches!. To a
large extent this is because of the large uncertainties in
masses ofN5Z nuclei 64Ge ~measured: 270 keV!, 68Se
~AW95 extrapolated: 310 keV!, and 72Kr ~measured: 290
keV! @7# that cannot be determined with the method p
sented here. In addition, uncertainties in the masses of m
nuclei increase the errors for73Rb ~170 keV! and 70Kr ~160
keV! substantially beyond the'100-keV accuracy of our
predicted Coulomb shifts. Overall, this results in typical u
certainties of the order of 300 keV for several of the critic
proton-captureQ values.

To summarize, uncertainties in the masses of the nu
that determine the proton-capture branches on64Ge and68Se
represent a major nuclear physics uncertainty in x-ray b
light curve calculations. The relevant nuclei are listed in
upper part of Table II together with the currently availab
mass data and their uncertainties. The proton-cap
branches on60Zn and 72Kr are of similar importance, but ar
sufficiently well constrained by current experimental lim
and theoretical calculations. However, both the experime
and the theoretical limits are strongly model depende

TABLE II. Nuclei for which more a accurate mass would im
prove the accuracy ofrp process calculations in type I x-ray burst
The upper part of the table lists nuclei for which the current unc
tainties lead to large uncertainties in calculated burst time sca
The lower part of the table lists nuclei, for which accurate mas
are important, but current estimates of the uncertainties do not
to large uncertainties inrp process calculations. Nevertheless,
experimental confirmation for the masses being in the estim
range would be important. Within each part, the nuclei are sorted
uncertainty, so a measurement of the top ranked nuclei would
most important. For each nucleus we list either the experime
mass excess~Expt! ~Refs.@7# and @18# for 70Se) or the theoretica
mass excess (SkX) calculated in this work in MeV.

Nuclide Expt. SkX

68Se 254.1560.30a

64Ge 254.4360.250
70Kr 240.9860.16
70Seb 261.6060.12
65As 246.7060.14
69Br 246.1360.11
66Se 241.8560.10
72Kr 254.1160.271
73Rb 246.2760.17
73Krb 256.8960.14
74Sr 240.6760.12
61Ga 247.1460.10
62Ge 242.3860.10

aTheoretical estimate from AW95.
bMirror to an rp process nucleus—a more accurate mass meas
ment could reduce the error in the mass prediction for the pro
rich mirror nucleus by more than 30%.
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Therefore, improved experimental mass data would still
important to confirm the present estimates. These nuclei
listed in the lower part of Table II. As discussed in Sec.
there is experimental evidence indicating proton stability
all the nuclei listed, except for69Br and 73Rb, which are
probably proton unbound@28#. Mass measurements of th
proton bound nuclei could be performed with a variety
techniques including ion trap measurements, time-of-fli
measurements, orb decay studies. Recent developments
the production of radioactive beams allow many of the n
essary experiments to be performed at existing radioac
beam facilities such as ANL, GANIL, GSI, ISOLDE, ISAC
and the NSCL. Mass measurements of the proton unbo
nuclei 69Br and 73Rb require their population via transfe
reactions from more stable nuclei, or byb decay from more
unstable nuclei. Both are significantly more challenging
much higher beam intensities or the production of more
otic nuclei are required, respectively.

Of course, burst time scales depend sensitively on
amount of hydrogen that is available at burst ignition. T
more hydrogen that is available the longer therp process
and the longer the burst tail time scale. In this paper, we
a model with a large initial hydrogen abundance~close to
solar! to explore the impact of mass uncertainties on x-r
burst light curves. This allows us to draw conclusions on
uncertainties in predictions of the longest burst time sca
and the heaviest elements that can be produced in x
bursts. The former is important, for example, in light of r
cent observations of very long thermonuclear x-ray bur
from GX 1712 @30#, the latter for the question of the origi
of p nuclei discussed below. Nevertheless we expect a s
lar light curve sensitivity to masses for other models as lo
as there is enough hydrogen for therp process to reach the
A574–76 mass region. In our one-zone model we find t
this requires about a 0.35–0.45 hydrogen mass fractio
ignition. Even though the burst temperatures and dens
vary somewhat with the initial conditions we find shorter, b
otherwise very similar reaction paths governed by the sa
waiting point nuclei. For bursts with initial hydrogen abu
dances below'0.3 the rp process does not reach theA
560–72 mass region anymore and the mass uncertain
discussed in this paper become irrelevant.

Observed type I x-ray bursts show a wide variety of tim
scales ranging from 10 s to hours. Our goal is to improve
underlying nuclear physics so that the observed burst t
scales can be used to infer tight constraints on ignition c
ditions in type I x-ray bursts such as the amount of hydrog
available for a given burst. Such constraints would be
tremely useful as they could, for example, lead to constra
on the impact of rotation and magnetic fields on the fu
distribution on the neutron star surface as well as on the h
flux from the neutron star surface@29,31#. Our results indi-
cate that without further theoretical or experimental improv
ments on nuclear masses it will not be possible to obt
such tight, quantitative constraints.

Nevertheless, some qualitative conclusions can alread
drawn on the basis of our new mass predictions. Our n
results provide strong support for previous predictions t
the rp process in theA564–72 mass region slows dow
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considerably leading to extended burst tails@6#. As a conse-
quence, the long bursts observed for example in
1826224 @31# can be explained by the presence of lar
amounts of hydrogen at ignition and can therefore be in
preted as a signature of therp process.

Even for our lowest-proton-captureQ values, when68Se
and 72Kr slow down therp process with their fullb-decay
lifetime the rp process still reaches the SnSbTe cyc
Clearly, such a slowdown of therp process does not lead t
a premature termination of therp process as has been su
gested previously~for example, Ref.@2#!, but rather extends
the burst time scale accordingly. As a consequence we
that hydrogen is completely consumed in our model.

However, a slowerrp process will produce more nuclei i
the A564–72 range and less nuclei in theA598–103 mass
range. Interestingly, among the most sensitive abunda
beyondA572 is 98Ru, which is of special interest as it i
one of the lightp nuclei whose origin in the universe is sti
uncertain.p nuclei are proton-rich, stable nuclei that cann
be synthesized by neutron-capture processes. While stan
p process models can account for most of thep nuclei ob-
o-

s-

A.

at
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served, they cannot produce sufficient amounts of some l
p nuclei such as92,94Mo and 96,98Ru ~for example, Ref.@32#!.
Costaet al. @33# pointed out recently that a increase in th
22Ne(a,n) reaction rate by a factor of 10–50 above the pr
ently recommended rate could help solve this problem,
recent experimental data seem to rule out this possib
@34#. Alternatively, x-ray bursts have been proposed as
cleosynthesis site for these nuclei@3,6#. An accurate determi-
nation of the98Ru production in x-ray bursts requires, ther
fore, accurate masses in theA564–72 mass range. Furthe
conclusions concerning x-ray bursts as a possiblep process
scenario have to wait for future self-consistent multizone c
culations with the full reaction network, that include th
transfer of the ashes into the interstellar medium during
ergetic bursts.
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